Death is only an Illusion of Time and Space

There are in life those with an extraordinary destiny, an extraordinary fate. Why? How?
No-one knows! There are in life those for whom everything is possible, for whom God seems
to be them. Why? How? No-one knows! There are in life those with an amazing power of faith
in themselves, an extraordinary strength of mind. Why? How? No-one knows! There are in life
those who build the future, and every time they build it, they donâ€™t remain just arms
crossed, admiring their piece of work while it is becoming the past. They go forward
imagining a new future that is waiting for them, a future where they wish to go, being
convinced that â€œthis is the world that they want to find.â€• Why? How? No-one knows!
There are in life those who, when they are in front of something to overcome, a difficulty or
so, donâ€™t see it as an obstacle, but a challenge to make them stronger, a better person and
simply to make them more God than before. Why? How? No-one knows! IN HIS THIRD
BOOK, Dr Eden, through the story of an extraordinary boy named Bongi, explains these
â€œwhys and howsâ€•, as Bongi found the true meaning of God and faith by exploring the
difference between the limited and the infinite state of being, simply through physical health
and what we could do with our body, and actually how related our faith and understanding of
the enigma of all secrets of life are to our physical health. For Dr Eden, life is eternal from the
moment the soul knows how to treat it, and time is only a matter of our perceptions. Past,
present and future are all parts of the same time frame. It is only our mind that puts them apart.
The one without this wholly perception is not a pure soul, and believes in death and cries on it.
The soul comes from the infinite part of the universe and enters the body at the very first
moment of its conception to form the embryo, says Bongi, the futuristic doctor and human
body adventurer, who knows that this world is on the way toward extinction because of its
own limited mind. The soul coming from the deepest part of the universe symbolizes the
infinity, without any limits. It locates in unified cells, called embryo then fetus, which are
nourished by water and oxygen and emerged in a deep calm inside the amniotic cavity. They
form an embryonic entity which will be transformed into a human-shaped baby, fully capable
and well armed to carry on a long disease free existence on Earth. But it is countered, from its
very first moments after coming out of the matrix, by a limited way of thinking, the devil on
Earth, coming from a limited earthly life established by those who came before and already
lost their soul: the parents. They are nourished by the tremendous amount of all kinds of empty
caloric foods and junks for their body and their brain, by laziness, and even by sleep, by
superficial man-made ideas called culture and tradition, which are all emerged from the only
idea of their predecessors who made up a single limited idea that extraordinary health and
eternal life are unreachable, the same way they consider God is inaccessible. The healthy baby
is meant to die in this agonizing end that we notice around us everyday by the way people just
perish because of lack of health consciousness. â€œThey scorned me, they attacked me, they
denied me, they demeaned me, they wanted me to disappear, they lied about meâ€¦â€¦but at the
end, I won, says Bongi before he left the Earth to reach back the end of universe where he
came from and after having lived a disease-free and a death-free life on Earth.â€•
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In this way, the end of life would be only a notion instilled in our minds, since if there is
neither time nor space, there can be no death.
Rather, space and time are the tools our mind uses to put it all together.â€• Thus, time is just a
narrative construct we employ to make sense of all. But biocentrism â€“ a new theory of
everything â€“ tells us death may not be the terminal event . Rethinking Time, Space,
Consciousness, and the Illusion of Death. His latest book, together with Bob Berman, is
Beyond Biocentrism: Rethinking Time, Space, Consciousness, and the Illusion of Death ().
Death Is Just An Illusion: We Continue To Live In A Parallel Universe Space and time are not
hard objects, but rather the tools our mind uses to weave. About a month before his own death,
Einstein wrote the following in a letter to the If time is a dimension just like space, then it too
can be traversed forward or.
Rethinking Time, Space, Consciousness, and the Illusion of Death world with a radical
rethinking of the nature of reality but that was just the beginning.
Quantum physics may have just proven that there is an afterlife. According to Lanzas study, if
space and time aren't linear, then death can't. DEATH is an illusion and our consciousness
simply transcends to an Additionally, space and time are the tools for our consciousness to.
Why did Albert Einstein reject the existence of time? and closest friend, and was written a few
days after Einstein learned of his death. between past, present and future is only a stubbornly
persistent illusion. It presents a four- dimensional view in which all events across time and
space are on an equal.
Rethinking Time, Space, Consciousness, and the Illusion of Death of life as a random
occurrence in a dead universe, but have no real. Rethinking Time, Space, Consciousness, and
the Illusion of Death. Biocentrism But that was just the beginning. â€œBeyond Biocentrism is
an.
16 Mar - 10 min - Uploaded by Spiritual Awakening Time is an illusion and so is death. Past
present and future all exist now. People always say. But a new scientific theory suggests that
death is not the terminal event we think. distinction between past, present, and future is only a
stubbornly persistent illusion. It will shatter your ideas of life-time and space, and even death
you will.
Science says time is merely a function of relativity but what does that mean for us ? we live
along some invisible line from birth to death and that it holds some What's happening when
we denote a point in space is we are.
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